LOT Polish Airlines commits to Budapest Airport

Budapest Airport and LOT Polish Airlines have today announced a significant commitment to the future of the Hungarian gateway’s network development. The European flag carrier confirms it will be base one aircraft and add two further routes from Budapest later this summer. A member of Star Alliance, LOT will become one of the main hub airlines at the airport, with the investment also opening new connection opportunities for other European markets, which in turn will advance passenger flows through Budapest.

Commencing 12 times weekly operations to both Brussels and Bucharest from 2 September, LOT’s high-frequency service will utilise the carrier’s three-class E195s, ultimately targeting business passengers wanting to travel between the capital cities as well as vital onward connections, including the carrier’s pivotal long-haul routes to New York and Chicago from Budapest. While providing vital links for Hungarian travellers on LOT’s extensive route network, the new services make numerous other global destinations available via other Star Alliance partners.

Commenting on the news, Jost Lammers, CEO, Budapest Airport enthused: “We’ve always had a successful partnership with LOT Polish Airlines so it’s a proud moment to see the commitment the airline is making, not only to the airport but to Hungary as a country. Growing from just a multi-daily service to Warsaw in 2017, the airline has advanced to carrying over a quarter of a million passengers a year from Budapest. The announcement of further growth in 2019 shows that the airline is performing well at our airport, and that it is looking to further advance its presence here.” Commenting further, Lammers stated: “These services to Brussels and Bucharest are essential for the business traveller requiring day trips, as well as the tourist needing a weekend break in our beautiful city. Working closely with our partners we will continue to further boost the competitiveness of the Hungarian market, strengthen our economy and increase our connectivity to the world, which is more crucial today than ever before. Moreover, BUD’s recently announced €700m airport development programme will significantly increase capacities, service levels and passenger convenience.”

As LOT’s latest services join its existing long-haul flights to New York JFK, Chicago O’Hare plus multi-daily, high-frequency services London City, Warsaw Chopin and Kraków, this announcement will see the Star Alliance carrier operate to seven destinations and see the airline be among Budapest’s top airline partners in 2019 regarding seat capacity.

“Fulfilling the promise given to Hungarian passengers, LOT continues to grow in Budapest as we announce more new direct flights to important cities in Europe and the world. After London City, it will be time for services to Brussels and Bucharest, the capitals with so far underserved connections by a full service airline. From now on, only LOT will offer three classes of travel on-board comfortable Embraer jets. That’s what our passengers are looking for,” says Rafał Milczarski, CEO, LOT Polish Airline. “With these new flights we will start developing transfer traffic via Budapest Airport. That applies to passengers from Bucharest, who connect in Budapest, i.e. to London City, New York and Chicago, as well as to Brussels. The offer of transit connections will definitely increase the attractiveness of Budapest Airport,” adds Milczarski.
Budapest Airport’s shining Star Alliance carrier – LOT Polish Airlines confirms it will be basing an aircraft at Hungary’s gateway later this year while also launching high-frequency services to Brussels and Bucharest, ultimately targeting business passengers wanting to travel between the capital cities as well as vital onward connections.

Notes for Editors

- Budapest Airport Zrt. is the operator of Budapest Airport. It is owned by an international consortium of investors, led by the privately-owned German company AviAlliance, an independent airport manager holding a 55.438% stake, together with Caisse de dépôt et placement du Québec (21.228%), and Malton Investment Pte Ltd. (23.334%).
- Budapest Airport welcomed more than 14.8 million passengers in 2018, flying on the airport’s services to 134 destinations across 48 countries.
- Monthly passenger traffic growth January 2019 has exceeded +5%.
- Budapest Airport’s route development includes:
  - LOT Polish Airlines 12 times weekly to London City, 18 February 2019;
  - Laudamotion twice-weekly service to Stuttgart, 28 February 2019;
  - Wizz Air daily service to London Gatwich, 31 March 2019;
  - Ryanair twice-weekly to Cork, 4 April 2019;
  - Wizz Air four times weekly to Oslo, 5 April 2019;
  - Transavia France twice-weekly to Nantes, 7 April 2019;
  - Ryanair twice-weekly service to Cagliari, 1 May 2019;
  - Ryanair twice-weekly service to Seville, 2 May 2019;
  - Ryanair twice-weekly service to Bari, 3 May 2019;
  - Ryanair twice-weekly service to Rimini, 3 May 2019;
  - Ryanair twice-weekly service to Thessaloniki, 4 May 2019;
  - flydubai daily service to Dubai, 27 June 2019;
  - LOT Polish Airlines 12 times weekly to Brussels, 2 September 2019;
  - LOT Polish Airlines 12 times weekly to Bucharest, 2 September 2019;
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